When You Need New Wood Columns...
SEE PAGES 12-14

SourceList for Traditional
Bathroom Fixtures
PAGES 9 & 10
This steeple on the Lee County Court-house in Opelika, Alabama, was originally made of wood. But when it needed restoration, the architects (Lancaster & Lancaster, Auburn, Ala.) specified that many of the replacement elements be made of aluminum for longevity. So the steeple is now a combination of some original wooden elements with such “bionic” parts as extruded aluminum columns.

Fabrication of many of the replacement elements was handled by Campbellsville Industries in Campbellsville, Ky. This company is a fabricator of steeples, cornices, balustrades, cupolas, and related architectural embellishment.

Campbellsville works primarily in aluminum (cast, extruded, formed sheet, and spinings) but can also handle copper, stainless steel, and micro-zinc.

Most of Campbellville’s work is custom, but they do have some standard designs of steeples, cupolas, and similar spires for jobs where the budget is tight.

For brochure, contact: Campbellville Industries, P.O. Box 278, Dept. TB, Campbellsville, KY 42718 (502) 465-8135. CS# 05580—CL.

Brass- & Copper-Plated Ceilings

The rising popularity of tin ceilings has led to the first major development in metal ceilings in 80 years. All of the traditional patterns marketed for 50 years by AA Abbingdon Affiliates are now becoming available in both copper and brass plate. These are expected to find their major sales niche in the hotel, restaurant, and commercial market, but could also be used in home areas like high-style kitchens.

The copper and brass panels come pre-lacquered, with a peel-off film of PVC to protect the plating during installation. The plated panels come in two sizes: 2 ft. x 4 ft. and 2 ft. x 2 ft. The 2x4 panels come both in the traditional nail-up type; and the newer lay-in type for grid systems. The 2x2 panels are available only in lay-in.

Currently, there are 3 cornice patterns available in brass and copper plate; it’s expected that all the traditional cornice patterns will be also.

New Factor In Custom Lighting

An old-line lighting company, moribund for several years, has just been acquired by Ball & Ball, and will be operated as a specialty custom lighting division of Ball & Ball.

The acquired company, Steinmetz Mfg., was a descendant of Christian Cornelius & Sons, Philadelphia — one of the leading lighting manufacturers in 19th-century America.

Ball & Ball acquired not an operating company, but a treasure trove of drawings and manufacturing specifications, mostly for early 20th-century lighting (a few of the drawings are c.1890). The acquisition also included spinning tools, jigs, and lathes that will greatly expand Ball & Ball’s capabilities in custom lighting.

In the 15 years before it ceased operation, Steinmetz had created custom lighting for many government buildings, including the White House, Senate, House, and Treasury Buildings in Washington, and the Vermont and New Hampshire state capitols. Steinmetz produced lighting ranging from small sconces to massive chandeliers.

Shown above is a typical Steinmetz lighting fixture of the early 20th century for which all the manufacturing specifications still exist. For more information, call or write: Whitman Ball & Ball, 463 West Lincoln Highway, DePauw, Ind., 46931 (219) 363-7330. CS# 16500—CL.

Neglected Stores

Dear Editor,

We are delighted with your publication and refer to it frequently. A good deal of our efforts, however, deal with commercial rehabilitation (especially storefronts) and we are sorely in need of cost-effective sources of supply.

Where, for example, can we find replacement Carrara Glass? Or leaded glass transoms? Who replaces missing cast-iron elements, or sells real gold-leaf sign letters?

Perhaps you can help us out by devoting space to this growing area of preservation. With all the revitalization programs going on in downtowns throughout the nation, I’m sure there are many others with similar needs.

Reene Kahn
Dir. of Historic Neighborhood Programs
Stamford, Conn.

Likes the Trend

Dear Editor,

I’m attached already to your new TRADITIONAL BUILDING. Your Old-House Journal was the greatest impetus to popular preservation — took restoration out of the historical society and spread the idea everywhere. TRADITIONAL BUILDING is a logical next step. I think its success will attest to the considerable magnitude of historic work going on in the U.S. today.

Best of luck!

William Seale
Alexandria, Virginia
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Cover: The portion on the c.1829 Belle Mont house near Twombly, Ala., was ready to collapse after decades of neglect. Fortunately, a restoration project led by the Huntsville, Ala., firm of Jones & Herrin has the structure back in tip-top shape (see story on page 3).
Old Buildings Teach Him New Tricks

Surprisingly, you don’t need a split personality to be a top preservation architect and a leading designer of contemporary buildings.

By Clem Labine

Harvie Jones, FAIA, is the first to admit he had no formal training in preservation. Like everyone who went to architecture school in the Brave New World of the early 1950’s, I had no exposure to restoration and preservation. What little architectural history that was taught skipped from Baroque to the roots of modern architecture.”

So how does a conventionally trained architect, who’s designed hundreds of modern buildings, also become one of the South’s leading preservation architects? By chance, as it turns out.

Harvie Jones and Williams Herrin set up shop as Jones & Herrin in Huntsville, Alabama, in January 1967 — 14 years after Harvie graduated with his B. Arch. from Georgia Institute of Technology. Huntsville, established in 1805, was in the middle of an incredible building boom. Up until the late 1950’s, Huntsville was much like other quiet southern towns, with its courthouse square anchoring a core of solid 19th-century buildings. But NASA’s Marshall Space Flight Center, established in Huntsville in the early 1960’s, changed all that. Huntsville was suddenly propelled into the high-tech space age, bringing with it a surging demand for building space.

“A building of any period, old or recent, deserves to keep its own character.”

As Huntsville’s population exploded from 20,000 to 180,000, Jones & Herrin found itself busy designing contemporary buildings for a variety of industrial and institutional clients. (The need for additional space was so sudden that most expansion took place at the periphery, leaving the old central core largely unscathed. So when the preservation ethic took hold in the 1970’s, Huntsville had most of its architectural heritage intact for restoration and adaptive re-use.)

It was in 1970 that Harvie’s world changed dramatically. The firm was asked to work on a museum project that required detailed knowledge of the region’s Federal period architecture. Since there were few textbooks to fall back on, Harvie started studying and photographing Federal period buildings in the area. Hardware, molding profiles, tool marks, joinery, and framing methods were all meticulously recorded . . . becoming, in essence, Harvie’s course in Historic Preservation 101.

What started as a one-time research study has turned into an ongoing mini-HABS project. Harvie has accumulated a library of over 5,000 annotated photographs of more than 200 historic structures. Used primarily by Jones & Herrin for preservation projects now, the photos will eventually be placed in an archive where they will be available to other preservationists.

Becoming A Full-Time Avocation

Having dipped his toes in preservation waters, Harvie soon found himself awash in historical activities, both volunteer and professional. He has served 11 years in various capacities on the Alabama Historical Commission. He chaired the national AIA Committee on Historic Resources in 1980, and has served in various other capacities on the committee since 1973.

Concurrently, he chaired the AIA Alabama Council on Historic Resources from 1973 to 1983. During that time he helped write and produce 5 audio-visual programs on historic architecture, which have been seen by over a quarter million viewers.

He also initiated the effort that formed the Historic Huntsville Foundation, and served as its first Chairman. And he’s been a member of the Huntsville Historic Commission since 1972.

Space-Age Preservation

Appropriately, Harvie Jones has been able to apply some of Huntsville’s space-age technology to preservation. Working with technicians of the Image Processing Staff at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., he developed a technique for using computers to enhance historic photographs to disclose building details that can’t be discerned by any other method.

The firm has also used its CADD system to study adaptive use ideas for an 1885 National Register mill building of 300,000 sq. ft. — an ideal job for CADD since it involved simple, highly repetitive spaces.

One of Jones & Herrin’s most interesting ongoing projects is the c.1828 Belle Mont house near Tuscaloosa, Ala., owned by the Alabama Historical Commission (see photos on p. 1 and below). The house, which had been abandoned for several decades, is now being restored as a house museum.

When Jones & Herrin started the job in 1984, Belle Mont was completely overgrown with vines, trees were sprouting from its foundation, and one of the wings had partially collapsed. The house had been vandalized for years; not a single intact pane of glass or sash remained. Even though most people thought the house was beyond repair, to Harvie Jones records a mutton profile in the 1848 Mcdowell house in Huntsville to add to his personal archive of documented historic buildings.

Jones it was an excellent candidate for accurate restoration because it had never been remodeled.

The immediate challenge was to install temporary supports to forestall the imminent collapse of the Palladian two-tier portico, which could have gone down in the next high wind. Four years of continued on page 20

Although derelict, the c.1828 Belle Mont house was an attractive candidate for restoration because it had never been remodelled.

The Belle Mont portico was pulled back from the brink of collapse. Wherever possible, original material was kept — and repaired or patched as necessary.
Traditional Bathroom Fixtures

BY EVE M. KAHN

From oak medicine cabinets to clawfoot tubs, everyone seems to want a bathroom that looks just like grandma's.

The current popularity of reproduction bathroom fixtures doesn't seem to make much sense at first glance: who wants to live with primitive plumbing? Who wants to polish brass fittings or dust beneath clawfoot tubs?

Lots of people, apparently, because the traditional-bathroom revival is spreading quickly. The charms of old plumbing — the graceful contours of old fixtures, the gleam of exposed metal parts, the warmth of wooden toilet seats, the width of old-style shower heads — have seized the public's imagination. Items that would have been laughed at 20 years ago are available again: high-tank toilets with oak or china tanks, pedestal sinks with fluted bases, clawfoot tubs with hand-held showers, faucets with cross handles and porcelain inserts. New companies have sprung up to meet the demand, and old companies are reviving old product lines. Most of these pieces are not, however, bolt-for-bolt reproductions. Unlike their early-20th-century counterparts, for example, many sinks do not have separate hot- and cold-water taps, the tubs may be made of fiberglass, and the faucets have modern mechanisms. When it comes to basic comfort and convenience, it seems we are willing to sacrifice some historical accuracy. (Perhaps this is true of anything involving technology; does anyone you know drive a reproduction Model A Ford?) Not every type of old plumbing has been revived. For example, no one makes ribcage showers anymore (see picture below), although their all-over spray was quite pleasant. Perhaps the traditional-bathroom revival is still in its infancy, with more accurate replicas of more items still to come. Or perhaps the current tendency to interpret rather than recreate will prevail. For the moment, with all the high-quality reproductions at hand, it is easy to recreate the spirit if not the letter of an early-20th-century bath.

Who's In This Report

There are two dozen suppliers of traditional bathroom fixtures listed on our SourceList (pp. 9-10). There are approximately equal numbers of major manufacturers, small shops, companies that both distribute and manufacture, and companies that distribute only. We chose them on the basis of the variety, quality, and attractiveness of their products. The "x"s on the SourceList indicate which new reproduction products they offer, although some of the companies listed have access to antique plumbing.

All the suppliers on the SourceList provide catalogs illustrating their products. As indicated, some literature is free, and some is not. If you need information immediately, call or write these companies directly. We've provided all contact information on the SourceList (please mention TRADITIONAL BUILDING).

Coming Next: Molded Ornament!

An Antique Rib Tickler

Donald G. Hooper, proprietor of Vintage Plumbing & Sanitary Supplies, knows just about everything there is to know about antique plumbing. And what he doesn't know, he can look up: his library includes over 100 plumbing trade journals and catalogs, dating from 1880 to 1920.

Hooper can repair old plumbing either by replacing parts with an item from his huge assortment of obscure and obsolete early bits and pieces, or by commissioning a local machine shop to replicate the damaged part. He also refinishes wooden toilet tanks, cast-iron tubs, and brass piping, and offers advice to those seeking to restore or recreate old bathrooms.

Among the old bathroom fixtures he sells is a restored or as-is condition is this circa-1900 "ribcage" shower. It offers four sprays: one from the nine-inch "sunflower" showerhead, two from the "liver" sprays at waist height, and one from the bidet spout at the drain. The unit is in working order — as it was when extracted from a Washington, D.C. house; it costs $550.

A flyer describing Vintage's services is free.

Imported From The Turn Of The Century

Watercolors imports a handsome set of faucets called the Regal Antique series. They're made in England by a company that was founded in 1922, so that's the date imprinted on the porcelain inserts. But Joyce Blum, Watercolors' president, reports "The pieces are reproductions of a much earlier style, from around the turn of the century."

Although the Broadway Collection is a very young plumbing manufacturer — about 15 years old — many of its products are appropriate for historical architecture. The exposed shower-and-faucet system (shown) is based on old-style units, with a few updates; the mechanism, of course, is modern.

The units are meant to be mounted on the wall or on a deck rather than inside a tub, but can be readily adapted to a clawfoot tub installation. The all-brass shower can be either hand-held or gooseneck. The 5-shaped spout protrudes about 6-3/8 in. The four-prong handles have porcelain centers. With chrome plating, the unit costs $989.95; in brass, $955.95. Broadway also makes pedestal sinks, a clawfoot tub, plus levers, handles, faucets, and miscellaneous piping and accessories. Brochures can be obtained free from dealers.

For more information on the Broadway Collection, see the SourceList in this section. — EMK

UP THE WALL

The line includes showers, bath faucets, and faucets for sinks with one, two, or three holes. Shown is the three-hole set, which costs $645 retail (trade discounts available) in either polished brass or chrome. A 3-ring binder showing all Watercolors' products is free for the asking.

For more on Watercolors, see the SourceList in this section. — EMK
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Old Faucets Are New Again

Central Brass is one of the oldest plumbing manufacturers we've come across: 94 years old, to be exact. And some of its patterns have been around almost as long as the company. "We didn't stop making a product just because the demand declined," says sales manager Robert Hobson. "We're a kind of a last resort for people who can't find things anywhere else."

Central has been making clawfoot-tub fittings ever since clawfoot tubs were first in favor. "We call them old-fashioned, but I guess they're new-fashioned now," Hobson says. There are four types in chrome-plated brass, all of which look functional but handsome. The simplest model has lever handles ($27.47); the 6-7/8-in. spout also has levers ($33.16; $38.21 for 8-1/2-in. spout). Two models are available with old-fashioned four-prong handles; one fits only tubs whose faucet holes are spaced 3-3/8 in. apart (shown; $50), while the other is adjustable for any spacing ($85).

For more on Central Brass, see the Source List in this section.—EMK

More Than Seats

Sonoma Woodworks set out 17 years ago to make oak toilet seats. It still makes them — along with dozens of other oak bathroom accessories, including seven styles of light switchplates, six different medicine cabinets, and five styles of mirrors.

The toilet seats come in two shapes: standard and elongated. And, like all Sonoma's products, they come with a choice of five finishes: brown, golden oak, natural, frosted, or unfinished. With either brass or chrome hardware, the standard version costs $88 and the elongated model costs $98. Color brochures are free.

For more information on Sonoma Woodworks, see the pullout Source List in this section.—EMK

TUB LITE

Linda Priebe, president of Restoration Works, reports that many contractors prefer Marbrex polyester clawfoot tubs, which are easy to carry, warm to the touch, and relatively durable. The model her company imports has brass or chrome lion feet and measures 67 in. x 32 in. x 30-1/2 in. It costs $1,905 in white, ivory, beige, or silver-gray and $2,190 in burgundy or black. Waste and overflow pipes are included; faucets, showers, and supply lines are sold separately. The company also offers pedestal and drop-in sinks, low- and high-tank toilets, and brass and porcelain bath accessories. A catalog is free with letterhead requests.

For more information on Restoration Works, see the pullout Source List in this section.—EMK

ITALIAN PEDESTAL

Although the vanity sink became the rule in America after World War II, the pedestal sink never went out of fashion in Europe. Cheviot Products imports this one from Italy, and it would suit most traditional homes, especially Georgians, Colonials, and other neo-classical houses. This model costs $440.

Cheviot also imports several other pedestal sinks: one is contemporary ($210), one has a fluted base ($425), a third has a shell basin ($325). And if you still prefer vanity sinks, you can buy Cheviot's porcelain drop-in bowl ($180). Flyers depicting all models are free.

For more information on Cheviot Products, see the pullout Source List in this section.—EMK

HISTORIC LIGHTING!

At Historic Hardware, we've dedicated ourselves to offering only the finest in restoration quality period hardware, lighting and decorative accessories. Our product offering includes hand-forged hardware, architectural brass hardware, interior and exterior lighting fixtures, Bull's Eye and restoration glass, and much more! For a copy of our NEW 28 page catalog, send $3.00.

Historic Hardware Ltd.
P.O. Box 1327 Dept TB59
No. Hampton, N.H. 03862
603-964-2280

Circle No. 114
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The Sink Factory

ANTIQUE BATHROOM SPECIALISTS
Originals and reproductions of basins and pedestal sinks.
Today's Pottery Making Tomorrow's Antiques
Catalag $3.50 Telephone inquiries welcome.
2140 San Pablo Ave., Berkeley, CA 94702. (415) 540-8193
Circle No. 169

GALVANIZED STEEL TUBS

Among the "I-can't-believe-they-still-make-that" products in Cumberland General Store's 256-page catalog, you'll find "sad irons" (the old cast-iron clothespressers), potato hooks, strawberry hullers, and ice chippers. They're meant for those who collect things that look old-fashioned or those seeking a simpler life by farming organically or surviving without electricity or sophisticated plumbing.

The company obtains many of its products from manufacturers around the world, but makes at least one item in-house: a galvanized-steel tub with oak trim and oak feet. The catalog reports that the tub is "more comfortable than many modern styles," because the steel heats quickly and the shape permits resting one's head on the oak rim. The tub measures 21-3/4 in. high, 59-1/2 in. long and 27 in. wide at the rim and costs $535. And check out the hand pump on page 100 of the catalog ($168); you can hook it up to the usual hot and cold water pipes at the head of the tub, for a truly period look. The catalog costs $3.

For more information on Cumberland General Store, see the pullout SourceList in this section. — EMK

China On The Wall

It's not easy to find wall-hung china toilet tanks anymore. They were first developed in the 1920's, but most manufacturers today produce toilets of the close-coupled variety, in which the tank sits directly on the back of the seat.

According to Kent Fruetter, marketing coordinator of A-Ball Plumbing Supply, wall-hung china tanks not only look more traditional than their close-coupled counterparts, they also give added water pressure, because they're slightly taller. A-Ball's version, which comes with a chrome or brass handle and an old-style wash-down bowl, costs $295. The company also sells, in its free 47-page catalog, a wide variety of drop-in and pedestal sinks, faucets, fittings, showers, tubs, and accessories.

For more information on A-Ball Plumbing Supply, see the pullout SourceList in this section. — EMK

Soap On A Pipe

Many companies make soap dishes that hang over the rims of clawfoot tubs, but Sunrise Specialty is one of the few manufacturers we've seen that offers a soap dish that can be attached to exposed shower pipes. It's easier to reach and it can't scratch the tub.

Sunrise bakes the porcelain dish themselves and, resourceful folks that they are, buy the brass pipe from a lamp-supply company. Their catalog illustrates the rest of the products they gather from around the world or make themselves: clawfoot tubs, pedestal sinks, low- and high-tank oak and china toilets, showers, faucets, drains, and towel bars.

For more about Sunrise Specialty, see the SourceList in this section. — EMK

When One Medicine Cabinet Isn't Enough

Remodelers and Renovators Supplies offers a solid-wood medicine cabinet that can be either wall mounted or recessed. It has no mirror; according to owner Richard Hufstadt, "People buy it as an auxiliary, when their regular medicine cabinets don't hold enough." The company makes it in their own shop, with no particleboard or veneer. In oak it costs $95; pine, $75.

The company also distributes faucets, high-tank toilets, clawfoot tubs, and brass holders for towels, toilet paper, soap, and toothbrushes. See Remodelers and Renovators Supplies' listing in SourceList. — EMK

America's Most Distinctive Plumbing.


A-BALL PLUMBING SUPPLY
1703 W. Burnside St., Dept. TB, Portland, OR 97209
Phone (503) 228-0028
Circle No. 148

TRADITIONAL BUILDING

Traditional English Sandstone and Limestone
Fabricated for restoration and new construction
Jade and Marble Importers, Ltd.
FAX: (313) 644-3916
Phone: (313) 644-8720
1522 Hazel
Birmingham, MI 48009
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Hand Made Ceramic Sinks
Send $1 for color brochures.
Norstad Pottery
235 S. 25th Street
Richmond, CA 94804

Circle No. 70

VICTORIAN AND TURN OF THE CENTURY
Chandeliers, Sconces & Fixtures

ANTIQUE BRASS SHOWER S & FIXTURES

- Claw Tub - Brass & Chrome Showers
- Shower Ring - Pedestal Sink - Faucets
- Oak High Tank Toilets - Cage Showers
- Cross Handles - Porcelain - Hard-to-Find Parts
- A huge Selection of Accessories - Expert Advice

Lighting Catalog $4.00
THE FINEST LAMP & FIXTURE RESTORATION AVAILABLE
ROY ELECTRIC CO., INC. (718) 434-7002
SHOWROOM: 1054 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11230
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SPECIAL REPORT
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Handmade High Tank

Chris Rheinschild, owner of Antique Baths & Kitchens, started making this handsome high-tank toilet 15 years ago—just when the Victorian Revival began. He says it is "an accurate reproduction of the pull-chain toilets used at the turn of the century, with materials and construction methods not available 80 years ago."

He makes both the oak box and the stainless-steel lining himself. The $425 price includes the tank, lining, flush pipe and flush elbow; other parts, including the wall brackets, traditional-style bowl and seat, shut-off valve and supply pipe, are available separately and total about $250.

Chris also makes oak medicine cabinets, marble vanity tops, and oak low-tank toilets, and he distributes tubs, pedestal and drop-in sinks, faucets, showers, tubs, and all kinds of accessories. A catalog costs $2.

For more information on Antique Baths & Kitchens, see the pullout SourceList in this section. — EMK

Pedestals on Parade

When Michael Stringer worked in a salvage yard in the early 1970's, he noticed that customers would stand in line to buy pedestal sinks on the rare occasions when these pieces turned up. He wrote to several major bathroom-fixture manufacturers, explaining that a demand existed for the sinks, but was told, "You don’t know what you’re talking about."

Stringer did, of course, know what he was talking about. With partner Ragnar Boresen, he now manufactures four styles of pedestal sinks and distributes six more. The four the factory makes, according to Boresen, cost a little more than similar pieces from larger companies but "don’t look factory-stamped—you can’t tell ours from the antiques."

The sinks come with a choice of smooth or fluted pedestals and have five-hole overflow outlet below the faucets, which is the Sink Factory's trademark. Prices range from $475 to $550 and the colors include, Boresen says, "white, white and white." Faucets from Chicago Faucet are available, as is a wide range of white porcelain accessories, some of them produced at the factory. The company also offers replacement sinks for antique marble washstands and a handsome line of custom marble-sink tops, as well as porcelain wall-hung sinks and drop-in bowls.

For more about The Sink Factory, see the SourceList in this section. — EMK

Cornered

Tennessee Tub distributes bathroom fixtures and faucets from manufacturers around the world. Among the sinks they offer is a corner unit. While it is not an exact reproduction of an old sink, its lines are simple enough that an old-style faucet would give it a period look. In white it costs $116.50; in bone or silver, $129.50. A special drain is required: $28 in brass, $31.50 in chrome. The company's catalog packet costs $6.50.

For more on Tennessee Tub, see the SourceList in this section. — EMK
FIXTURES FROM THE WATER MASTER

J.R. Burrows & Co.
HISTORICAL-DESIGN MERCHANTS
Shop at 6 Church Street, Boston, MA 617-453-1982

Tom Scheller, DEA's "water master," reports that the company he owns specializes in "original fixtures from all over the U.S." The free 40-page catalog, which includes tubs, sinks, and toilets, indicates which pieces are antique: cast-iron shower pans, c.1910 clawfoot tubs, Victorian pedestal sinks, sewing-machine bases for vanity sinks, wall-hung china toilets, and c.1954 cast-iron corner sinks. (As the catalog indicates, some cast-iron pieces are refurbished.) Prices depend upon rarity and condition of the pieces.

If you want to escape oak, DEA carries reproduction mahogany high-tank toilets with matching seats ($675) and mahogany or cherry toilet seats that retail for $95. DEA stocks all the hardware necessary to make these antiques and reproductions work. The company also sells accessories, including towel warmers and garden faucets.

For more information on DEA Bathroom MACHINERY, see the pullout SourceList in this section. — EMK

PRESS OR PULL?

Mac McIntire founded Mac the Antique Plumber about 10 years ago; he was a traveling salesman for a plumbing manufacturer and just got tired of the road. At first his business consisted of refurbishing old plumbing; now he operates a showroom selling new items that range from drains and tissue holders to tubs and sinks.

Two kinds of flush handles for toilets are available. For high-tank units, Mac sells porcelain pendants marked "Pull"; they cost $20 with brass trim, $21 with lacquered brass, and $21.50 with chrome plate. For low-tank front-handle toilets, there's a porcelain lever marked "Press"; it costs $24 with trim in any finish. (An all-brass version, minus the word "Press," is $27.) A 70-page catalog costs $6 (refundable with first order), and is available to wholesale purchasers and distributors. For more information on Mac the Antique Plumber, see the pullout SourceList in this section. — EMK

Bowls Recall Acts & Crafts Era

Norstad Pottery makes some of the most handsome drop-in sinks we've seen. They're hand-crafted from stoneware clay and fired at high temperatures, to ensure crack, scratch, and chip resistance. The patterns include abstract swirls, Japanese maple leaves, or thin pinstripes; colors include rose, gray, deep blue, brown, and rust. Custom colors or designs are available for an additional $90.

These sinks come in three sizes: diameters of 13-1/2 in. to 17-1/2 in., depths from 5-1/2 in. to 6 in., and prices from $175 to $340. Brochures are free. Norstad Pottery, 253 S. 25th St., marked "Pull"; they cost $20 with brass trim, $21 with lacquered brass, and $21.50 with chrome plate. For low-tank front-handle toilets, there's a porcelain lever marked "Press"; it costs $24 with trim in any finish. (An all-brass version, minus the word "Press," is $27.) A 70-page catalog costs $6 (refundable with first order), and is available to wholesale purchasers and distributors. For more information on Mac the Antique Plumber, see the pullout SourceList in this section. — EMK

Plumbing Products Galore

Sign of the Crab (named for the zodiac sign of its founder) offers one of the widest varieties of clawfoot-tub faucets and showers we've seen. So popular are the company's products that many are carried in the catalogs of other bathroom suppliers. The policy of 100% testing of all faucets before shipping has earned them a reputation for high product quality.

Shown is faucet model POS, which comes with an attached soap dish: $150 in polished brass, $170 with chrome plating or "supercoating" (a two-part baked-on epoxy). There are also faucets with adjustable arms (for nonstandard spacings), gooseneck spouts, and hand-held or wall-mounted showers. Faucets have porcelain lever or cross-point handles.

About half of the company's products are plumbing items, including bath accessories (such as a delightful soap dish shaped like a tiny pedestal sink), mirrors, and miscellaneous hardware. Their 84-page catalog costs $6 (refundable with first order), and is available to wholesale purchasers and distributors. For more on Sign of the Crab, see SourceList. — EMK

Everything for the Traditional Building.

Decorative Hardware — Plumbing Fixtures & Accessories
Architectural Trims & Medallions
CATALOG $2.00
CONSULTANT AVAILABLE
Restoration Works Inc.
310 Main Street
Buffalo, N.Y. 14202
(716) 856-8000
Circle No. 41
## TRADITIONAL BATHROOM FIXTURES SourceList

**COMPILED BY EVE M. KAHN**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>LITERATURE</th>
<th>SINKS &amp; FITTINGS</th>
<th>CLAWFOOT TUBS &amp; FITTINGS</th>
<th>TOILETS &amp; FITTINGS</th>
<th>Medicine Cabinets</th>
<th>Other Accessories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DEA Bathroom Machineries</td>
<td>Catalog is 53; Circle No. 172</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohler Co.</td>
<td>Brochure is free; Circle No. 155</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max the Antique Plumber</td>
<td>Catalog is 56.</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remodelers &amp; Renovators Supplies</td>
<td>Catalog is 53.</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restoration Weeks</td>
<td>Catalog is free; Circle No. 47</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roy Electric Co.</td>
<td>Catalog is 55.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signs of the Crab</td>
<td>Catalog is 56.</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Sink Factory</td>
<td>Catalog is 53; Circle No. 169</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonoma Woodworks</td>
<td>Catalog is 51.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunco Specially</td>
<td>Catalog is free with letterhead request; Circle No. 48</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee Tub</td>
<td>Catalog is 56.50.</td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watercolors</td>
<td>Catalog is free with letterhead request; Circle No. 53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$x$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SHOWER POWER

"I sell ten of these shower units a week," says Roy Greenstein of Roy Electric, describing his shower enclosure for clawfoot tubs. Complete with curtain ring, supports, porcelain-and-brass shower head, and pipe and porcelain valves, the unit costs $650 in brass or $725 in chrome-plated or lacquered brass.

The company sells a full line of traditional plumbing fixtures, as well as reproduction and antique lighting, in its $5 catalog. For more information about Roy Electric, see the pullout SourceList in this section. — EMK

Kohler Joins The Traditional Revival

That a major manufacturer of top-of-the-line bathroom fixtures like Kohler has moved into clawfoot tubs, pedestal sinks and high-tank toilets is a sign of how far the traditional bathroom revival has gone. Kohler offers two enameled cast-iron tubs in traditional styles: the Vintage and the Birthday. It also carries the Vintage high-tank toilet and Vintage sink, "an updated version of our original product line."

For more about Kohler, see pullout SourceList in this section. — EMK

Classical Lines

Barclay Products manufactures a sink and toilet set called "Victoria" which, despite its name, looks distinctly classical. General manager Connie Raffel says that it's not an exact reproduction but rather "meant to evoke the mood of turn-of-the-century pieces."

There are pedestal sinks on the market with similar lines, but unlike many of those, the Victoria sink has an overflow outlet concealed behind the front lip. It costs $430 in white and $540 in bone or silver grey. The toilet is available in three versions: low tank ($650), high tank ($785), and close-coupled ($500). All of them come with an unconditional guarantee. Catalogs are free, and include color photos of the company's full line of traditional bath and kitchen products: clawfoot tubs, pedestal and drop-in sinks, faucets, showers, and accessories. For more on Barclay Products, see the SourceList in this section. — EMK

Architectural Sheet Metal Ornaments

Now available from the W.F. Norman Corporation, makers of Hi-Art Stud Ceilings — a complete, 96-page list of architectural sheet metal ornamentation including:

- moldings
- burliners
- base
- marquetry
- paneling
- louvered
- box
- spandrels
- gilding
- wallplanks
- glass pendent
- pendant lights
- panels and lighthouses
- decorative screens and grilles
- wrought iron
- framing elements
- architectural details

Over 1,000 listing items available in zinc or copper. Custom reproduction inquiries invited. W.F. Norman also produces building lintels, box capitals, window boxes, lintels and weatherstripping.

Complete catalog $2.50.

The Largest Collection of Antique Replica Firebacks in America

A fireback makes your fireplace safer, more efficient and more beautiful.

These handsome, cast-iron plates prevent damage to the back wall of a fireplace — or stack and protect an already damaged rear wall. They also radiate heat back into the room.

And, a fireback lets you use materials such as plaster and native stone for fireplace walls, instead of yellow brick.

We handcraft and build directly from antique firebacks. This insures authenticity and exceptionally fine detail.

CATALOGUE of 35 firebacks, $2.00 (refundable)

THE COUNTRY IRON FOUNDRY

P.O. Box 600, Dept. 952, Paoli, PA 19301
(215) 296-7125
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TIN CEILINGS

Send $1.00 for Catalogue to

CHICAGO DECORATIVE METAL CO.
8606 North Neibig Dr., Dept. TB
Houston, Texas 77066
Questions: 713-721-9200
Circle No. 19

VICTORIAN WALLPAPERS

- Handprinted Blocks, Frames, Ceiling Papers & Coordinated Wall Fills.
- Available Directly from our Studio by Mail Order.
- In-House Design Service.
- Color Catalog with Binder: $8.00

BRADBURY & BRADBURY WALLPAPERS
PO. BOX 155-L • BENICIA, CA. 94510
(707) 746-1900
Circle No. 13

DIRECT FROM ENGLAND

Now available for the ultimate Victorian or Art Deco bath. Superb English craftsmanship in authentic bathroom suites.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Send $3.00 for color catalog.
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Reggio Registers

Solid brass and cast iron USA made "Reggio Registers" enhance the beauty of your wood floors and fire carpets. Maximize heat circulation from woodstoves, solar collectors, gravity and forced hot air heating systems. Choose from elegant brass or traditional cast iron registers and grilles. Request our new color catalogs for styles, sizes, and prices. Available for $1.00 from:

The Reggio Register Co.
Dept. DP-31, P.O. Box 511, Aver MA 01342
(508) 772-3401
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The Country Iron Foundry
205 North Chicago Street
Joliet, Illinois 60431
815/722-5393
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Vixen Hill Gazebos

Evaluated . . . Specified . . . Remembered

As a design professional, you know that the quality of site furnishings you specify reflects upon you, your firm, and your reputation. That's why Vixen Hill Gazebos are favored by Landscape Architects all across North America.

Vixen Hill Gazebos are artistically balanced and skillfully constructed of the finest materials available. We've redefined the state of pre-engineering to eliminate the guesswork and provide ease of installation at any point of development. Regardless of contractor, you're guaranteed lasting project integrity.

Specify with confidence. For a complete brochure contact:
Vixen Hill Manufacturing Company, Dept. L-7, Main St., Emerson, NJ 07630. 212-286-0999

Vixen Hill

NOW AVAILABLE!

Decorative Metal Ceilings
Original turn-of-the-century patterns

Using eighty year old dies, the W. F. Norman Corporation is once again producing metal plates for the design of ceilings and wall coverings. Their growing popularity stems not only from nostalgia but from their beauty, permanence, fireproofing and economy.

The fullness of the Hi-Art™ line — including center plates, corner plates, border plates, cornice and filler plates — permits classic designs to be produced that are architecturally proportioned for an exact fit.

Write for reproduction copy of 72 page illustrated catalog, Price $3.
W.F. Norman Corporation
P.O. Box 323, Nevada, Missouri 64772. 800-641-4018
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BAREWOOD INC.
Fine custom woodworking and carving artistically executed
cherished pieces lovingly repaired or recreated

CUSTOM FABRICATION
EXPERT REPAIRS • • • REPRODUCTION

Doors/Sashes
Fireplace Mantle/Mirrors
Custom Moulding/Millwork Cornices
Staircase Parts
Wainscotting/Panelling
Decorative Woodcarving
Woodturning/Spindles/Columns
Furniture/Cabinets Handrails

106 Ferris Street, Brooklyn, New York 11231
(718) 875-9037
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SPECIAL REPORT

Two Faucets From One Hole

To give a modern single-faucet-hole sink a period look, Artistic Brass offers a centerset faucet with brass cross handles for $375 ($395.75 with chrome plating). There's also a widespread version in the same style for $224 ($239.25 in chrome). The company also manufactures some lever-handled faucets that have a period look.

For more about Artistic Brass, see the Source List in this section. — EMK

Pedestal Sinks — In Colors

Giorgio, an Italian bathroom-fixture manufacturer, produces traditional pedestal sinks with rectangular or oval tops, round or square bases, and fluted or plain pedestals. Various finishes — i.e., applied floral patterns — and colors are available; prices average $800. The company also makes porcelain drop-in bowls, vanity tops, and assorted brass and china accessories.

Brochures are free. Giorgio U.S., 40 Sellers St., Dept. TB, Kearny, NJ 07032. (800) 843-5449. CSH 15400 — EMK

Closed Captioning Version
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NOW AVAILABLE!

Decorative Metal Ceilings
Original turn-of-the-century patterns

Using eighty year old dies, the W. F. Norman Corporation is once again producing metal plates for the design of ceilings and wall coverings. Their growing popularity stems not only from nostalgia but from their beauty, permanence, fireproofing and economy.

The fullness of the Hi-Art™ line — including center plates, corner plates, border plates, cornice and filler plates — permits classic designs to be produced that are architecturally proportioned for an exact fit.

Write for reproduction copy of 72 page illustrated catalog, Price $3.
W.F. Norman Corporation
P.O. Box 323, Nevada, Missouri 64772. 800-641-4018
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SPECIAL REPORT

Two Faucets From One Hole

To give a modern single-faucet-hole sink a period look, Artistic Brass offers a centerset faucet with brass cross handles for $375 ($395.75 with chrome plating). There's also a widespread version in the same style for $224 ($239.25 in chrome). The company also manufactures some lever-handled faucets that have a period look.

For more about Artistic Brass, see the Source List in this section. — EMK

Pedestal Sinks — In Colors

Giorgio, an Italian bathroom-fixture manufacturer, produces traditional pedestal sinks with rectangular or oval tops, round or square bases, and fluted or plain pedestals. Various finishes — i.e., applied floral patterns — and colors are available; prices average $800. The company also makes porcelain drop-in bowls, vanity tops, and assorted brass and china accessories.

Brochures are free. Giorgio U.S., 40 Sellers St., Dept. TB, Kearny, NJ 07032. (800) 843-5449. CSH 15400 — EMK

Closed Captioning Version
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NOW AVAILABLE!

Decorative Metal Ceilings
Original turn-of-the-century patterns

Using eighty year old dies, the W. F. Norman Corporation is once again producing metal plates for the design of ceilings and wall coverings. Their growing popularity stems not only from nostalgia but from their beauty, permanence, fireproofing and economy.

The fullness of the Hi-Art™ line — including center plates, corner plates, border plates, cornice and filler plates — permits classic designs to be produced that are architecturally proportioned for an exact fit.

Write for reproduction copy of 72 page illustrated catalog, Price $3.
W.F. Norman Corporation
P.O. Box 323, Nevada, Missouri 64772. 800-641-4018
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The ancient Greeks and Romans would probably be surprised to learn that the column designs they established thousands of years ago are still being used. In fact, classical columns are more popular than ever, both for traditional-style new buildings and for old buildings whose original columns have rotted.

This mini-SourceList covers nine major suppliers of classical structural wood columns. (Five of them are located in the Deep South, which puzzled me until I remembered how many plantation and neo-classical houses have been built down there.) Our list includes both manufacturers and broker/resellers of columns. (We did not include makers of fiberglass columns because that type of column is not structural.)

All companies offer a variety of styles: plain or fluted columns with Doric, Ionic, or Corinthian capitals and several base styles. We've listed only the stock wood they use; most offer other species upon request. If you're looking for maximum longevity in a column installation, Harvie Jones, FAIA, emphasizes the importance of specifying: (1) locked-stave construction; (2) clear heart redwood; and (3) proper ventilation (see accompanying diagram).*

**Sources For Wood Columns**

*BY EVE M. KAHN*

The technical staff at Hartmann-Sanders Co. passes along these tips for long column life:

1. Adequate ventilation is the most important factor in extending column life. Provide ventilation both at the top and bottom of the column. Experience has taught that top venting should be through the center of the cap and flashing into a recessed soffit (see detail). Small louvers or venting directly into the soffit are not adequate. When leveling plinths, be sure to retain sufficient ventilation area.

**ARCHITECTURAL WOOD COLUMNS & CAPITALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMPANY</th>
<th>Literature</th>
<th>Warranty</th>
<th>Standard Wood Type</th>
<th>Max. Height</th>
<th>Max. Diameter</th>
<th>CAPITALS</th>
<th>Custom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Wood Column</td>
<td>Free Circle No. 156</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>northern white pine</td>
<td>36'</td>
<td>3'6&quot;</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaswood</td>
<td>Free Circle No. 158</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>ponderosa pine, redwood, poplar</td>
<td>36'</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dixie-Pacific Manufacturing</td>
<td>Free Circle No. 157</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>ponderosa pine, redwood, poplar</td>
<td>36'</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartmann-Sanders</td>
<td>Free Circle No. 158</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>clear all-heart redwood ponderosa pine, poplar</td>
<td>36'</td>
<td>48&quot;</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, Black &amp; Greene</td>
<td>Free Circle No. 159</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>ponderosa pine</td>
<td>30'</td>
<td>30'</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pagliaro Turning &amp; Milling</td>
<td>Free with letter-head request Circle No. 160</td>
<td></td>
<td>redwood, Douglas fir</td>
<td>21'</td>
<td>30'</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. F. Schwedt Manufacturing</td>
<td>Free Circle No. 161</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>northern white pine</td>
<td>40'</td>
<td>48&quot;</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somerset Door &amp; Column</td>
<td>Free Circle No. 162</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>northern white pine, redwood</td>
<td>40'</td>
<td>40'</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthington Group</td>
<td>Free Circle No. 163</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>ponderosa pine</td>
<td>30'</td>
<td>30'</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Worthington created these Empire capitals for a home in Atlanta; the 10-ft. column shafts are plain and the bases are Tuscan (Attic bases are also available). Columns up to 30 ft. high can be supplied. For more information on Worthington, see the Source-List below.
NO NECKING AFTER 20 INCHES

Dixie-Pacific's Empire capital fits columns with neck diameters up to 22-1/2 in. Matching "necking" (a decorative band) can be installed on columns up to 20 in, in neck diameter. The model shown here has an Attic base (two tiers of molding) and Ionic fluting (thinner and deeper than the Doric kind). For more information on Dixie-Pacific, see the SourceList on page 14.

Showcase For Columns And Turnings

Pagliacco shows off its handiwork on the facade of one of its shop buildings. The columns have Doric capitals, Ionic fluting and Attic bases. The company also made the turned balustrades. For more information on Pagliacco Turning & Milling, see the SourceList on page 14.

Working The Angles

Scamozzi capitals differ from Ionic capitals in that the volutes start at a 45-degree angle. Somerset's version fits columns with neck diameters of up to 30 in. and ranges up to 14-3/4 in. tall; larger sizes made upon request. For more on Somerset Door & Column, see the SourceList on page 14.

the standard of quality since 1860

SCHWERD'S

wood columns

COLUMNS — Schwerd columns are durable. Our 100+ years of experience in manufacturing wood columns has proven that the durability of a wood column depends upon the strength of the joint and the quality and thickness of the wood. Schwerd column construction was developed to meet each specific requirement. The wood is the highest quality, thoroughly seasoned Northern White Pine. The pride of craftsmanship and skilled techniques acquired by 100 years of specialized experience is applied. The resulting product is a "Schwerd Quality Column" specified by architects with complete confidence. Both standard and detail columns can be furnished from 4 in. to 50 in. in diameter and up to 35 ft. in length with matching pilasters.

If you are one of our old customers during the many years since our beginning in 1860, you know our product; if not, send us your inquiries and orders and join our list of satisfied customers.

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG

Schwerd's complete aluminum base for 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, and 30 in. dia. columns.

Schwerd's-Aluminum ventilated plinth and aluminum turned member base are manufactured of thick metal and are recommended for all exterior columns in the above diameters to provide a maintenance free, seamless base which is guaranteed against deterioration for a lifetime.

A. F. SCHWERD MANUFACTURING COMPANY

3215 McClure Avenue

Pittsburgh, Pa. 15212
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LANDMARK TYPE

WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS

THE ORIGINAL DETAILS, PATENTLY PRO-

duced for your landmark project. Our

services begin from producing a

quality finished product, including

complete engineering drawings for

landmark commission approval.

In addition, we are also manufactur-

ers of custom architectural wood

work.

UNITED STATES

WOODWORKING INC.

35 ENGINEERS RD., HAUPPAUGE, NY 11788

(516) 234-4910
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TRUE ARCHITECTURAL COLUMNS

CHADSWORTH

Authentic Replication of Greek and Roman Orders

Chadsworth Columns and Capitals available in redwood, pine and other species.

Diameters - 6" to 36". Heights - 10" to 40'.

ENTASIS (en'tä-sis) One distinguishing feature of a true architectural column. The column in the center or lowest outline of the shaft which contrasts the optical illusion of straight lines which appear to lean inward. Simply lay a straight edge along the length of our columns and note the slight entasis.

We show not only the top half but also the bottom half of our columns so that the entasis can be shown. This is in response to people choosing Chadsworth architecturally correct columns.

For information and brochure:
P.O. Box 520008, Atlanta, Georgia 30398
(404) 876-1040
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They're All Heart

Hartmann-Sanders makes its columns from clear all-heart redwood; shown are Corinthian capitals on Ionic fluted shafts (Doric fluting is also available). Both the Roman Doric, Attic or Tuscan bases and the capitals can be ordered in fiberglass. For more on Hartmann-Sanders, see the Source List on page 14.

Column With A Twist

American Wood Column is one of the few manufacturers of twisted columns. Because they are quite small — up to 6 in. in diameter — they're best for interior use. For exteriors, the company makes a full line of Doric, Ionic and Corinthian capitals and fluted, reeded or plain shafts; custom sizes and shapes are a specialty. For more about American Wood Column, see the Source List on page 14.

STICK WITH STOCK

Henderson, Black & Greene offers stock columns only. Shown is the Corinthian capital on a shaft with Ionic fluting (Doric not available) and the company's standard base type. For more on Henderson, Black & Greene see the Source List on page 14.

Preservation Carpentry

Conservation, reconstruction and restoration of pre-20th century buildings. Practical millwork, framing and historic detail work will emphasis on hand tools. One or two-year programs depending on experience. Financial aid for qualified students. Accredited member NABTS. Call 617-227-2838.
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An Emphasis On Entasis

ENTASIS. A curving outwards along the outline of a column shaft . . .

WHY such an emphasis? To counteract the inward curving optical illusion of a shaft bounded by straight lines.

Nothing less than such attention to the Orders of Architecture can be expected from a company who for more than ninety years has been manufacturing the finest authentic Architectural Columns available.

So fine that our redwood columns carry an unprecedented ten-year warranty.

Call us today - or write for information about additions to our expanding product line of other wood and non-wood components and to learn more about the advantages of specifying Hartmann-Sanders.

HARTMANN SANDERS CO
4340 Bankers Circle
Atlanta, Georgia 30306
(404) 449-5650 * (800) 241-4303
An Old Company With New Ideas

WORTHINGTON
THE PREMIER NAME IN COLUMNS

VINTAGE LUMBER CO.
CUSTOM FLOORING
T&G • Kiln Dried • Random Width Antique Beams • Period Mouldings
FREE BROCHURE
301-898-7589
By Appointment Only
9507 Woodboro Rd., Frederick, MD 21701
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From 4 to 48 Inches

A. F. Schwerd has been making columns since 1860. Back in the 1930’s, they made 18 columns for the University of Maryland’s library (shown); they stand 29 ft. tall, measure 36 in. in diameter and have Attic bases, plain shafts and Corinthian capitals. Schwerd can fabricate columns from 4 in. to 48 in. diameter, and from 40 ft. long with matching pilasters. For more on A. F. Schwerd, see the SourceList on page 14.

COMPUTER CLASSIC

Chadsworth’s designs are all classical, but the company’s methods join old-fashioned hand-sanding with computer programs that determine correct proportions for each column part. This “Temple of Winds” column has a shaft with Ionic fluting, which is narrower and deeper than Doric fluting. The two tiers of molding on the Attic base are more decorative than the single tier on Tuscan and Roman Doric bases. For more on Chadsworth, see the SourceList on page 14.
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Historic Lighting for Today
Fine authentic design & craftsmanship. Residential/Commercial

Brass Light Gallery
719 S. 5th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53204
(414) 383-0675
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MAER MURPHY INC.
TROMPE L'OEIL
FAUX BOIS
MARBLEIZING
GLAZING
STENCILLING
GILDING
MURALS
ARCHITECTURAL DECORATION
ORNAMENTAL PLASTER AND RESTORATION
PAINTING AND WALLPAPERING
429 WEST 53RD ST.
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019
TELEPHONE: 212-265-3460
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IF YOU LOVE OLD HOUSES
We have the house plans you’ve been looking for!

Our beautiful portfolios unite yesterday’s exteriors with today’s floor plans. Working blueprints are designed for energy efficiency and economical construction. Order today!

VICTORIAN and FARMHOUSES contains 44 authentic designs.
LOUISIANA COLLECTION has raised cottages and plantation homes.

Historical Replications, Inc.
P.O. Box 13220, Dept. TR1690
Jackson, Miss. 39206
(601) 981-8743

VICTORIAN and FARMHOUSES contains 44 authentic designs.
LOUISIANA COLLECTION has raised cottages and plantation homes.

Each portfolio $12.00
Any 3 portfolios $30.00
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SOLID/FLUE made this historic chimney work...safely!
Solid/Flue restoration systems make vintage chimneys NEW from the inside out with no compromise to the architectural beauty.

For your next project call 1-800-MAY-FUHI to find the professional dealer in your local area.

SOLID/FLUE CHIMNEY SYSTEMS, INC.
LIVING AND RESTORATIONS
370 100th St. SW, Byron Center, MI 49315
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LEATHERED MAURICE
TECHNICAL LEATHERS INC.
14128 Bonnie Court
Middlebury, IN 46540
Ph: (219) 825-2548
Fax: (219) 825-5645
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POSTS AND SOLID COPPER LANTERNS
The finest quality hand-crafted, custom and Victorian replica fixtures. Compare our exquisite lanterns and decorative castings to any other. They are built to last a lifetime in all weather conditions.

WARD Industries
14128 Bonnie Court
Middlebury, IN 46540
Ph: (219) 825-2548
Fax: (219) 825-5645
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EXTERIOR WOOD SHUTTERS
Hard-To-Find Wood Shutters with moveable louvers can be used outdoors or in Fixed louver, raised panel, and custom arches also available. Order unfinished or painted and painted hinges and holdbacks shipped daily by UPS.

Brochure: (203) 455-1973
SHUTTERCRAFT 282 Steepstone Hill
Guilford, Conn. 06427
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NEW YORKER
VINYLattice
Never Needs Painting
Now or soon to be available at over 1000 fine stores
Lasts A Long Time
For more information call 1-800-321-9878
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THE AUTHENTIC GAS LIGHT

"THE VICTORIAN"
An American Original Since 1877.

The Victorian became one of America's most popular lamps, and lighted streets from New York to San Francisco. This unique light fixture is still manufactured as an exact reproduction using the original pattern equipment. Still to this day The Victorian is being used to light streets with historic character. Electric models are also available.

Welsbach, the original gas light manufacturer continues to offer a variety of historic reproductions complete with steel cored aluminum post. Specify natural or propane gas.

Welsbach Lighting Inc.
240 Sargent Drive
New Haven, CT 06511
(203) 789-1710
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THE SILETZ

Solid brass wall bracket. Send for our free, expanded Craftsman Collection brochure or $3 catalog.

REJUVENATION LAMP & LIGHT CO.
901 TB North Skidmore
Portland, Oregon 97217
(503) 209-0771
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U.S. GASLIGHT™
Division Triadlight Corp.

Craftsmen. Preserving America's Lighting Traditions

4658 Old Peachtree Road
Norcross, Georgia 30071
For information, Call 1-800-243-9393
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HOW TO LIGHT AMERICA

SPRING CITY DOES IT WITH GRACEFUL, ORNAMENTAL CAST IRON LIGHTING POSTS

Look around America and you will see Spring City Cast Iron Lighting Posts as part of the charm of landscapes in thousands of cities, towns and villages. There are reasons for the wide popularity of these posts: grace and beauty to enhance any location; the enduring quality of cast iron; historical accuracy and the superb American craftsmanship which has been a tradition at Spring City for over 60 years.

The light sources we offer include: incandescent, mercury vapor; metal halide and high pressure sodium.

Call or write today for our full color literature.

See Us in Sweets & J.A. File

SPRING CITY ELECTRICAL MFG. CO.
P.O. Drawer A, Spring City, PA 19475-0000
Phone 215-946-4000
FAX: 215-946-5577
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WIDE PINE FLOORING & PANELING (1/2" to 21" WIDE)

Carlisle Restoration Lumber
Route 125, Stoddard, N.H. 03464
603-446-3937
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WOODSTONE... TEN YEARS OF PROFESSIONAL WOODWORKING SERVICES

...not only does WOODSTONE manufacture only the finest custom solid wood windows, doors and architectural millwork... available in virtually any size, shape or wood species imaginable...

WOODSTONE OFFERS SERVICE!

TRADITION & TECHNOLOGY™ including:

- Mitered & tenon joinery, even in our most intricate sash bar & muntin patterns.
- CAD CAM design service to match any other manufacturer's dimension standards.
- Glass from Travelled to Bulb's Eye, Low-E to Loached and Tempered to Tinted.
- True made-to-order manufacturing with large & small project capacity.
- 24-hour FAX service for prompt detail description and job costing.
- On-site consultation & site visits... before and after the sale.
- Guaranteed pricing.
- Product Warranty.
- Accurate project completion schedules.
- ASTM performance certification.
- Insulating glass available in virtually any shape.
- An established landmark historical reproduction track record.
- "A bang" 1" overall bar & muntin width with true divided lite insulating glass.

For an illustrated brochure, please send $3.00. Visa & Mastercard welcome.

THE WOODSTONE COMPANY
BOX 223, DEPT. TR, WESTMINSTER, VERMONT 05161
802-722-3544 or 802-722-4794 FAX 802-722-9528
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WOODSTONE®
WOODEN WINDOWS & DOORS
THE 15 MOST BEAUTIFUL DOORWAYS IN AMERICA.

Or anywhere! Our hand-carved doorways are the most beautiful available. In traditional Georgian and Federal styles from under $2000 to $8500. Carved overdoor motifs from $350. Color brochure $3.

Kenmore Industries
One Thompson Square, P.O. Box 34
Boston, Massachusetts 02129
617-243-7711

Harvie Jones continued from page 3

Harvie Jones & Herrin designed this building for the Huntsville/Madison County Chamber of Commerce. The client wanted a building that was modern yet conveyed a sense of tradition. The columned portico and textured brickwork exterior suggest continuity with Huntsville's 19th-century structures.

Our firm enjoys doing modern buildings as well as preservation projects," declares Harvie. "Handling the two types of architecture isn't all schizophrenic; for me, it's an exhilarating change of pace." One of their current projects, for example, is a glass-walled, six-faceted, seven-story office building for Wyle Laboratories — a large research and testing firm.

But preservation work has definitely influenced Jones & Herrin's new buildings. "The presence of these old buildings, some of them dating to 1814, has shown us what wears well over time, both technically and aesthetically. For one example, bricks that are aged and patinated tend to look even better than when new, whereas many slick modern materials look dilapidated when they age. And old buildings have many lessons to teach about human scale, warmth, and friendliness."

Jones summarizes the firm's philosophy this way: "A building of any period, old or recent, deserves to keep its own character. We are pleased that we've preserved and recorded some of the good work of our predecessors. And we like to hope that, in the future, architects will deem some of our own work worthy of preservation."

Paradise For Hardware Store Junkies

Lynn Jones, wife of Harvie Jones, is also active in preservation as a board member and past chairman of the Historic Huntsville Foundation. This group, among its many activities, several years ago bought Harrison Brothers hardware store on Courthouse Square — a business that was virtually unchanged from the turn of the century in both structure and merchandise. (The building dates from 1836, with a turn-of-the-century facade.) The Foundation operates the store as a combination hardware store and gift shop. But hardware store enthusiasts will be happy to hear that hardware items outsell the gift items by quite a margin.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PRODUCTS IN THIS ISSUE, SEE COUPON ON PAGE 21.

Supaflu
The Ultimate Flue Liner For Masonry Chimneys

Cast-In-Place Lining
- Seals
- Cures Condensation
- Insulates
- Improves Combustion Efficiency
- Lines & Makes Chimneys Safe
- Impervious to Corrosion
- All in One Process


Supaflu is recognized by the International Conference of Building Officials — Report No. 3917.

National Supaflu Systems
Chimney Lining and Relining
P.O. Box 89
Watson, NY 13856
(607) 865-7636
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STOP BIRDS From
Dehabilitating Your Cherished Home.

Nikalite stainless steel needle strips are an impenetrable barrier to birds, and practically invisible too. They give you an effective, humane way of ending bird nuisance and maintenance costs. Send for your free information packet today.
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Landmarks

Erie Landmark Co. offers custom-lettered, bronze markers for indoor-outdoor use.

Standard size oval, rectangle: 7" x 11" and 12" x 18" plus $2.50 for shipping and handling. Over 200 sizes available on request. Ask for Landmark Product Guide and full details.

National Register Plaques
- All Sizes from Medallions to Rooms
- Painted or Metal, Indoor or Outdoor
- Imprinted or Handwritten
- Laid out for you, send request

Call or send for FREE brochure: Erie Landmark Company
1025 Main Street
Seward, NE 68434
(402) 326-1151
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Belveardey

A GAZERO, belvedere, summer house, call it what you will, evokes a more gracious, less frenetic age to which we may return. We have designed a Belvedere of classic and generous proportion. And we have made it available in kit form.

designed for saler and 220 volt thermostat
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Landmarks

BENIX Mouldings, Inc.
37 Ramld Road South, Orangeburg, New York 10962
Tel.: (914) 365-1111 • 1-800-526-0240 • Fax: (914) 365-1218
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This Catalog should be in your files

Over 150 illustrations of decorative wood moldings and ornaments for every furniture need. Write for your copy today.
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Supaflu

THE TRADITIONAL LUMINAIRE

Series SCP
The Central Park Luminare

Series SBP
The Battery Park City Luminare

LIGHT CLASSICS

Created to evoke the New York of 1910, these unique post-top luminaires now light up such cities as Columbia SC, Berkeley CA, Buffalo NY, and Quincy MA. Their timeless beauty is matched only by their space-age performance - brilliant light output, high energy efficiency, vandal-resistant structure. Call or write for details.

Sentry Electric Corporation 185 Buffalo Avenue, Freeport, New York 11520
Telephone 516-379-4600 • Fax 516-379-4624
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SMITH-CORNELL, INC.
Plaques of Distinction

The Property Has Been Placed On The National Register Of Historic Places By The United States Department Of The Interior

This property has been placed on the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Department of the Interior.

Call or send for FREE brochure: Eric Landmark Company
90 West Montgomery Ave., Rockville, Maryland 20850
Tel.: (301) 460-9575 Toll free: (800) 874-7848

 Satisfaction guaranteed

Please allow 1-2 weeks for delivery.

SMITH-CORNELL, INC.

MAKERS OF COLONIAL AND EARLY AMERICAN LIGHTING FIXTURES

AUTHENTIC DESIGNS
47 The Mill Road, Haverstraw, New York 10927
(914) 394-7711
Catalogue $1.00
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BELVEARDEY

A Gazero, belvedere, summer house, call it what you will, evokes a more gracious, less frenzied age to which we may return. We have designed a Belvedere of classic and generous proportion. And we have made it available in kit form.

For a descriptive folder and 220 volt thermostat

BOW HOUSES
Dept. 7, Baldy, (McDonald) PA
(508) 779-6464 • 779-2272
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BALL AND BALL

COMPRESSION BRONZE SASH LOCKS
Our patterns for these exactly copy the appearance, and the operation of the originals.

MORTISED LATCH SET
Unlike other available sets this one has a 4" high face plate to give the appearance of a larger lock at a reasonable price.

BALL AND BALL, founded in 1932 is proud to continue to offer the finest quality line of builder's hardware available.
Our experience includes park service and private restorations, from Alaska to St. Thomas, Maine to New Mexico.
Restoring or copying your original hardware is a specialty. Matching originals are available for hundreds of furniture and house hardware items.
Watch our space in coming issues for "New" products.
Call or write for details and our FREE MINI-CATALOG. Or send $5.00 for our complete catalog.

INSIDE SHUTTER HARDWARE
In brass and cast iron were used in many homes. These we made for the restoration of IOLANI PALACE in 1974.

DUTCH ELBOW LOCK
Made in the Pennsylvania German settlements from the 1730's, the unique lever allowed you to open the door with your hands full. We have many originals for sale.

BRASS TRIMMED IRON CHANDELIER
Patterned after an original, this light has been popular in rustic, or informal settings since we made the first one in 1965. We can make one to fit any application.

DECORATIVE BUTT HINGES
Made during the 1800's of brass or iron. We have copied both, in a wide range of sizes and patterns. Our casting and assembly process allows long life and smooth operation.

COLONIAL PERIOD HARDWARE
No other firm matches our quality, delivery, and variety of hardware of this type. We have hundreds of originals for sale, can copy your samples, and can supply the quantity you need, from 1 to 1000 pieces. We are suppliers for many National Park Service projects.

BALL AND BALL

Finest Quality Reproductions

463 W. Lincoln Hwy., Exton, PA 19341
(215) 363-7330
FAX only (215) 363-7639
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